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written for Newspeak

“Today, the text no longer imposes its rhythm on the subject, it
no longer manifests itself in the reader's voice. This withdrawal
of the body, which is the condition of its autonomy, is
a distancing of the text. It is the reader's habeas corpus.”
- Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life
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Instructions
this withdrawl of the body
General

Articulation

This is careful music, a social balance between each of you as performers, and also a collaboration wih me (through my score)
and the ensemble (as interpreters). Any changes, alterations, interpretive decisions, or creative solutions are always
welcomed though not required; if possible I would like this to be a dialogue. This piece, as well as the notation
the notation practice is heavily influenced by the politics and writings of Michel de Cereau. It is an attempt to balance
what I hear with how you play, and further, I hope that playing will give the audience something fresh each time.

Articulations and method of sustain are left to your interpretation, so long as it is in keeping with the overall
dynamics and texture of the piece. A sparse version (almost acoustic) or a dense version with loopers and
ebows etc are both possible interpretations of the piece; each performer may choose a different method or the
ensemble may modulate between methods either as a group or individually.

Notation
When you see this

Timing
It is possible to coordinate this piece in a number of different ways. This piece is not about micro-timings but
rather about large-scale pacing. As such, the performers cue one another in a causal but not strictly timed manner.
Using your ears and cuing each other with a timer nearby is likely to be the easiest way move through the form.

it means that in this group you have three pitches (D, Ab, A), two durations in seconds (plain text 7 + 13), and two
rests in seconds (bolded text 3 + 7) to choose from in any combination; performers may choose any of these
pitches and durations in any order alternated with any of the given rests. For example, a performer may play an
Ab for 13 counts and rest for 7, then play a D for 7 counts and rest for 3, then play an A for 7 counts and rest for
3, then play an A for 13 counts and rest for seven, etc.; this continues in the same manner until you reach your
next group of pitches/durations/rests or you are cued by another player to move on.

Feel free to take the information I’ve given as a template in order to make the piece your own. ENJOY!

Next to each group of pitches is a sign indicating the octave in which the pitches may be played like so:

Should you have any questions, don’t hesitate to contact me:

play pitches in any octave

Rests like this one

are always cued from the actions of another part as coordinated vertically. This notation
indicates that from the cue, you count (in this case eleven) and then come in with your part as notated (as
explained above).

seth cluett
email - scluett@princeton.edu
web - http://www.onelonelypixel.org
tel - 646-249-4194
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